
Parents and Families Newsletter 
Fall 2022

All content will be trans-adapted for a Spanish version of the newsletter. 
Other languages are available through the S’more newsletter.  

Dear Parents and Families, 
Classes have officially started! As your child is increasing their language and academic skills, you 
may be wondering how you can stay informed of their progress. This month’s newsletter will 
focus on how you can create an educational team between you, your child, and their teacher(s). 

BrainPOP Parent/Teacher 
Conferences Financial Self-Care Routines 

Don’t forget to fill out a quick survey to share any information or suggestions you might have for 
the next newsletter. We value your input! 

Announcements 
Enhancing Educational Support for EB Students (Virtual) 

November 11, 2022, 9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 

The TEA English Learner Support Division is excited to host three virtual 
statewide events this upcoming school year. Families will have an 
opportunity to attend watch parties hosted by schools or watch virtually 
from home on a smart device. Our first event will focus on what it looks 
like to address the language and academic needs of your child based on 
the program they are enrolled in. Check with your child’s school to see if 
they are hosting a watch party for this event. Registration is open on our 
Parents/Families page of txel.org. 

https://tea.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cuqLn19qAxwgIS2
https://www.txel.org/Parents-And-Families


2022 Statewide Parental Involvement Conference 
December 8-10, 2022 

Are you interested in learning more about how to support your child’s learning journey to 
meeting our state academic standards? Come learn about impactful practices happening in 
districts, schools, and classrooms and be the spark for change in your child’s school. This in-
person conference for educators, parents, and families will take place in beautiful Frisco, Texas 
on December 8-10 and registration is open! 

Resource Center 
Websites for At-Home Learning for Students 

Research shows that emergent bilingual students are able to learn English faster if they have a 
strong foundation in their native language. We encourage you to think of language learning as a 
family activity where both you and your child grow in your native language as well as English. 
You may use any of the below resources to assist you. 

BrainPOP or BrainPOP Español 

Target Skills: Reading, Listening, Writing 
Recommended Grade Levels: PK – 8 
Check out videos, games, and more across all subject areas. 

TexQuest 
Target Skills: Reading, Listening 
Recommended Grade Levels: K - 12 
Find articles and books for all topics in English and Spanish. 

Microsoft Hub 
Target Skills: Reading, Listening 
Recommended Grade Levels: 9 - 12 
Find articles and books for all topics in English and Spanish. 

https://statewideparents.com/
https://www.brainpop.com/
https://esp.brainpop.com/
https://galesupport.com/state/texquest/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/student-hub/


Talking with the Teacher

Have you been able to have a conversation with your child’s teacher about your child’s academic 
or linguistic progress? Engaging in ongoing conversations with your child’s teacher creates 
opportunities to monitor their progress before final grades are submitted. 

During your conversation with your child’s teacher, ask if there are opportunities available for 
your child to receive additional academic support. They may need to accelerate learning after 
disruptions from the COVID-19 pandemic so that they can continue to perform at grade-level 
standards. On the other hand, if you feel that your child may need some more challenging 
learning experiences, you are encouraged to talk to your child’s teacher about that as well. 

HB 4545 overview   
for Parents

What are accelerated 
learning committees? 

What is supplemental  
instruction?  

Learn the basics of House Bill 
4545 and how you as a 
parent can use its resources 
to help improve academic 
outcomes for your child. 

Learn the process and how 
you can take part in an 
Accelerated Learning 
Committee to help support 
your child by working with 
educators to map out a 
learning plan that suits your 
child’s needs. 

Learn how your child can 
receive at least 30 hours of 
tutoring throughout the 
school year to help him or 
her master their academic 
learning. 

Consider taking these steps to strengthen communication with your child’s teacher. 

1. Before the meeting, ask your child about how they
feel when they are in their teacher’s class and ask if
they are struggling with any schoolwork.

2. During the meeting, you can ask about your child’s
areas of strength and areas of improvement in the
classroom. Find out about your child’s mental and
emotional wellbeing by asking about their
participation level and moods.

3. After the meeting, speak with your child about what was discussed and share any plans
that you and your child’s teacher talked about.

https://youtu.be/sQjNrdDRAUI
https://youtu.be/x7_wPmQkAHM
https://youtu.be/EG7wQXcNFws


Below you can find some examples of questions you can use to begin discussions with your 
child’s teacher: 

• How is my child doing in class? Does my child participate?
• What can I do to help my child at home?
• Is my child on track to begin college or a career after graduation?
• What programs are available to help my child prepare for college?
• What programs are available to provide more challenging learning experiences for my

child?

Remember that you have the right to ask for an interpreter if you are unsure of attending a 
meeting in English. 

For a more detailed list of recommendations, check out the ColorinColorado article, “Tips for 
Parents: Parent-Teacher Conferences” in English or Spanish. 

Preparing for Next Steps 
While the school year has just begun, for juniors and seniors in high 
school, graduation is just around the corner. Take a look at the 
Student Resources page for the next steps after high school for 
college, military, and careers. 

Scholarships Start Early  
Fall is a great time to begin applying for scholarships! Scholarships tend to 
have less competition due to the uncommon deadlines. Check out the 
Student Scholarships page for scholarships that have application deadlines 
in the fall. Remember you can filter the scholarships by whether or not they 
require an essay, by desired degree, and much more. 

Career Preparation 
Just because your high school student might not be interested in 
going to college doesn’t mean that they are finished with their 
education. Career One Stop has a “Certification Finder” that allows 
prospective applicants to find out which occupations require or 
benefit from a certificate and how to earn it.

https://www.colorincolorado.org/article/tips-parents-parent-teacher-conferences
https://www.colorincolorado.org/es/articulo/consejos-para-padres-conferencias-de-padres-y-maestros
https://www.txel.org/StudentResources
https://studentscholarships.org/scholarships.php
https://www.careeronestop.org/Toolkit/Training/find-certifications.aspx


At-Home Activities 
Sorting the Stuff 
Is your child’s room a mess? Ask your child to organize their items, 
but also have them explain their reasoning for grouping things 
together. For example, are they organizing things by color or by 
shape? For younger students, you can start with a smaller number 
of things so that they do not become overwhelmed. Your child 

may find that cleaning their room could actually be fun if turned into a game where they have to 
listen to simple directions and clean as fast as they can while they race the clock. 

Settle for Bed 
It’s time for your child to take charge of the bedtime routine! 
Older elementary students still need between nine and twelve 
hours of sleep and should stop watching screens at least 30 
minutes before bedtime. Ask your child to read a book to you. 
This is a great time for you to relax while also getting to witness 
their reading skills firsthand. 

Directions for Driving  
Although a teenager getting their driver’s license may feel like the best 
or worst thing to happen to you, it can still serve as a great opportunity 
for a conversation with your teenager about growing their “adulting” 
skills. In preparation for getting their license, have your teenager give 
you directions to various locations. It can be a mentally and 
linguistically difficult task, but it will prepare them for many potential 
situations they may encounter when they are driving independently.  



Self-Care Tips 
For our third month of exploring the 8 types of self-care for caregivers 
from the Daily Caring article, we are reviewing steps to ensure our 
financial self-care. Financial security, or lack thereof, is a major 
contributor to the daily stress and anxiety we feel as parents and 
caregivers.  

While there is no way to “fix” all financial stressors, here are a few ideas 
you can try to improve your financial circumstances. 

● Talk to experts if you are struggling with your budget. Look for a non-profit organization 
through the Justice.gov site that offer help in languages other than English.

● Create a calendar of expenses and put it in a place where you can review it each day. 
Paying bills on time will improve your credit score and reduce stress.

● Many parents are tasked with both caring for their children as well as their aging parents 
and family. Check out some articles and podcasts about easing the financial burden that comes 
as your parents age.

Remember to check out our previous newsletter for advice on physical, and emotional self-care. 

Final Thoughts 
Take a Step into the Classroom 
Knowing how busy the lives of parents and caregivers can get, we know that it can feel 
overwhelming to stay on top of your child’s education. However, it doesn’t have to be that way. 
Try taking just a few minutes per day to strengthen the connection you have with your child and 
their teacher(s) or play some educational games with your child and grow your skills together as 
a team. 

https://dailycaring.com/types-of-self-care-for-caregivers-which-help-most/
https://www.justice.gov/ust/list-credit-counseling-agencies-approved-pursuant-11-usc-111
https://happyhealthycaregiver.com/financial-self-care/?utm_source=Daily+Caring&utm_medium=advertorial&utm_campaign=fall21


Previous Newsletters 
If you would like to access the previous Parent and Family Newsletters, click below! 

August 2022 Newsletter Highlights 
Learn about setting up good routines to prepare for school as well as 
suggestions on how to add in emotional self-care routines. 

July 2022 Newsletter Highlights 
Find out what to do if your child has changed schools, help your child 
develop some practical skills around the house, and get some tips for 
physical self-care routines. 

June 2022 Newsletter Highlights 
Learn about ways to keep your child engaged both mentally and physically. 
Also, check out numerous websites for local and digital adult English 
classes. 

May 2022 Newsletter Highlights 
Visit the Goodwill Community Foundation for free courses about various 
technology programs. 

February Newsletter Highlights 
Visit Go-Digital to enhance your technology skills. Also check out the TELPAS 
parent brochure on how to get your child ready for TELPAS. 

January Newsletter Highlights 
Visit findhelp.org to find food assistance, help paying bills, and other free 
or reduced cost programs, including new programs for COVID by entering 
your zip code. 

https://www.smore.com/akmh0-parents-and-families-newsletter
https://www.smore.com/cv4t7
https://www.smore.com/af9d3
https://www.smore.com/fek0z
https://www.smore.com/bgp23
https://www.smore.com/tq2x9-parents-and-families-newsletter
https://www.findhelp.org/?ref=ab_redirect


Stay Informed 
Subscribe to the Site 

Stay informed about the resources and support available 
by subscribing to TEA’s txel.org web portal. 

 Click on Subscribe today!

Supporting English Learners in Texas 

TXEL.org is a web portal that provides information and resources that are relevant, 
accessible, and impactful to support educational leaders, teachers, parents and 
families, and community partners to ensure the academic success of the State’s 
English learners.  

Contact us at: https://www.txel.org/contact  

Email: EnglishLearnerSupport@tea.texas.gov 

Call: 512-463-9414 

Visit: www.tea.texas.gov 

https://www.txel.org/
https://www.txel.org/subscribe
https://www.txel.org/
https://www.txel.org/contact
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		12						7.4 Headings		Numbered Headings - Nesting		Passed		All Headings are nested correctly		

		13						7.4 Headings		Mixed Headings		Passed		Document does not use a both unnumbered and numbered headings.		

		14						7.4 Headings		Numbered Headings - Arabic Numerals		Passed		All Headings are using arabic numerals.		

		15						7.6 Lists		Correct Structure - Lbl		Passed		All Lbl elements passed.		

		16						7.6 Lists		Correct Structure - LBody		Passed		All LBody elements passed.		

		17						7.6 Lists		Correct Structure - LI		Passed		All List Items passed.		

		18						7.6 Lists		Correct Structure - L		Passed		All List elements passed.		

		19		6		Tags->0->54		7.6 Lists		ListNumbering		Passed		Please verify that a ListNumbering value of LowerAlpha for the list is appropriate.		verified by tmb

		20				Pages->0		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 1 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		21				Pages->1		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 2 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		22				Pages->2		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 3 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		23				Pages->3		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 4 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		24				Pages->4		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 5 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		25				Pages->5		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 6 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		26				Pages->6		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 7 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		27				Pages->7		7.8 Page headers and footers		Header/Footer pagination artifacts		Passed		Page 8 contains content but does not define header or footer pagination artifacts. Please confirm this is correct.		Verified by tmb

		28						7.15 XFA		Dynamic XFA		Passed		Document doesn't contains a dynamic XFA form.		

		29						7.16 Security		P entry in encryption dictionary		Passed		This file is encrypted, but it contains the P key in the encryption dictionary and the 10th bit is set to true.		

		30		1,2,3,4,6,7,8		Tags->0->8->1->0,Tags->0->11->1->0,Tags->0->13->1->0,Tags->0->17->0->0,Tags->0->17->2->0,Tags->0->19->0->0,Tags->0->21->0->0,Tags->0->26->0->0,Tags->0->30->0->0,Tags->0->37->1->0,Tags->0->37->3->0,Tags->0->39->1->0,Tags->0->41->1->0,Tags->0->43->1->0,Tags->0->52->1->0,Tags->0->54->0->1->1->0,Tags->0->54->2->1->1->0,Tags->0->61->0->0,Tags->0->62->0->0,Tags->0->63->0->0,Tags->0->64->0->0,Tags->0->65->0->0,Tags->0->66->0->0,Tags->0->66->2->0,Tags->0->69->1->0,Tags->0->72->0->0,Tags->0->73->1->1		7.18.1 Annotations		Annotations correct reading order.		Passed		Please verify that the annotation is in correct reading order.		verified by tmb

		31		3,8		Tags->0->28->0->0,Tags->0->70->1->0		7.18.1 Annotations		Annotations correct reading order.		Passed		Please verify that the annotation is in correct reading order.		Verified by tmb

		32		1,2,3,4,6,7,8		Tags->0->8->1->0,Tags->0->11->1->0,Tags->0->13->1->0,Tags->0->17->0->0,Tags->0->17->2->0,Tags->0->19->0->0,Tags->0->21->0->0,Tags->0->26->0->0,Tags->0->30->0->0,Tags->0->37->1->0,Tags->0->37->3->0,Tags->0->39->1->0,Tags->0->41->1->0,Tags->0->43->1->0,Tags->0->52->1->0,Tags->0->54->0->1->1->0,Tags->0->54->2->1->1->0,Tags->0->61->0->0,Tags->0->62->0->0,Tags->0->63->0->0,Tags->0->64->0->0,Tags->0->65->0->0,Tags->0->66->0->0,Tags->0->66->2->0,Tags->0->69->1->0,Tags->0->72->0->0,Tags->0->73->1->1		7.18.1 Annotations		Annotations for visual formatting		Passed		If the annotation is used for visual formatting, please verify it is tagged according to its semantic function.		verified by tmb

		33		3,8		Tags->0->28->0->0,Tags->0->70->1->0		7.18.1 Annotations		Annotations for visual formatting		Passed		If the annotation is used for visual formatting, please verify it is tagged according to its semantic function.		Verified by tmb

		34						7.18.2 Annotation Types		TrapNet		Passed		No TrapNet annotations were detected in this document.		

		35						7.18.3 Tab Order		Tabs Key		Passed		All pages that contain annotations have tabbing order set to follow the logical structure.		

		36						7.18.5 Links		Link Annotations - Valid Tagging		Passed		All tagged Link annotations are tagged in Link tags.		

		37						7.18.5 Links		Includes Link Annotation		Passed		All Link tags contain at least one Link annotation.		

		38		1,2,3,4,6,7,8		Tags->0->8->1,Tags->0->8->1->0,Tags->0->11->1,Tags->0->11->1->0,Tags->0->13->1,Tags->0->13->1->0,Tags->0->17->0,Tags->0->17->0->0,Tags->0->17->2,Tags->0->17->2->0,Tags->0->19->0,Tags->0->19->0->0,Tags->0->21->0,Tags->0->21->0->0,Tags->0->26->0,Tags->0->26->0->0,Tags->0->28->0,Tags->0->30->0,Tags->0->30->0->0,Tags->0->37->1,Tags->0->37->1->0,Tags->0->37->3,Tags->0->37->3->0,Tags->0->39->1,Tags->0->39->1->0,Tags->0->41->1,Tags->0->41->1->0,Tags->0->43->1,Tags->0->43->1->0,Tags->0->52->1,Tags->0->52->1->0,Tags->0->54->0->1->1,Tags->0->54->0->1->1->0,Tags->0->54->2->1->1,Tags->0->54->2->1->1->0,Tags->0->61->0,Tags->0->61->0->0,Tags->0->62->0,Tags->0->62->0->0,Tags->0->63->0,Tags->0->63->0->0,Tags->0->64->0,Tags->0->64->0->0,Tags->0->65->0,Tags->0->65->0->0,Tags->0->66->0,Tags->0->66->0->0,Tags->0->66->2,Tags->0->66->2->0,Tags->0->69->1,Tags->0->69->1->0,Tags->0->70->1,Tags->0->72->0,Tags->0->72->0->0,Tags->0->73->1,Tags->0->73->1->1		7.18.5 Links		Alternate Representation		Passed				verified by tmb

		39		3		Tags->0->28->0->0		7.18.5 Links		Alternate Representation		Passed		Please verify that Contents of "What are accelerated learning committees?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verified by tmb

		40		8		Tags->0->70->1->0		7.18.5 Links		Alternate Representation		Passed		Please verify that Contents of "Subscribe" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verified by tmb

		41						7.18.5 Links		IsMap attribute		Passed		No Server-side image maps were detected in this document (Links with IsMap set to true).		

		42						7.20 XObjects		Content referenced more than once		Passed		No Form XObjects contain MCIDs and are referenced more than once.		

		43						7.21 Fonts		Embedding		Passed		All fonts used for rendering are embedded		

		44						7.21 Fonts		CIDFont - Type 2 CIDToGIDMap exists		Passed		All Type 2 CID fonts contain CIDToGIDMap dictionaries.		

		45						7.21 Fonts		CIDFont - Type 2 CIDToGIDMap Type		Passed		All Type 2 CID fonts contain CIDToGIDMaps that are either set to Identity or are stream.		

		46						7.21 Fonts		Font and FontDescriptor dictionaries		Passed		Passed		

		47						7.21 Fonts		TrueType Font Encoding		Passed		All TrueType fonts define a valid Encoding entry in their font dictionary.		

		48						7.21 Fonts		Type 0 Fonts - Encoding CMap		Passed		All CMaps are either predefined or embedded.		

		49						7.1 General		Correct Structure - RP, RB and RT		Not Applicable		No RP, RB or RT elements were detected in this document.		

		50						7.1 General		Correct Structure - Ruby		Not Applicable		No Ruby elements were detected in this document.		

		51						7.1 General		Table Cells		Not Applicable		No Table Data Cell or Header Cell elements were detected in this document.		

		52						7.1 General		THead, TBody and TFoot		Not Applicable		No THead, TFoot, or TBody elements were detected in this document.		

		53						7.1 General		Table Rows		Not Applicable		No Table Row elements were detected in this document.		

		54						7.1 General		Table		Not Applicable		No Table elements were detected in this document.		

		55						7.1 General		TOCI		Not Applicable		No TOCI elements were detected in this document.		

		56						7.1 General		TOC		Not Applicable		No TOC elements were detected in this document.		

		57						7.1 General		Correct Structure - Warichu		Not Applicable		No Warichu elements were detected in this document.		

		58						7.1 General		Correct Structure - WT and WP		Not Applicable		No WP or WT elements were detected in the document		

		59						7.1 General		Valid Role Maps		Not Applicable		No Role-maps exist in this document.		

		60						7.1 General		Role Maps - Semantic appropriateness		Not Applicable		No Role-maps exist in this document.		

		61						7.1 General		Use the Beep function		Not Applicable		No scripts were detected in this document.		

		62						7.1 General		No Flicker		Not Applicable		No elements that could cause flicker were detected in this document.		

		63						7.1 General		Sound Alternatives		Not Applicable		No multimedia elements were detected in this document.		

		64						7.1 General		Figure and Formula BBox attribute		Not Applicable		No Figure or Formula tags were detected in this document.		

		65						7.1 General		OCR validation		Not Applicable		No raster-based images were detected in this document.		

		66						7.3 Graphics		Tagged in Figures, Formula or Artifacts		Not Applicable		No Paths, XObjects, Form XObjects or Shadings were detected in document.		

		67						7.3 Graphics		Alternate Representation		Not Applicable		No Figure or Formula tags with alternate representation were detected in this document.		

		68						7.3 Graphics		Alt vs. Actual Text		Not Applicable		No Figure or Formula tags with alternate representation were detected in this document.		

		69						7.3 Graphics		Graphics tagged inside Link		Not Applicable		No graphics inside link were detected in this document.		

		70						7.3 Graphics		Figures without caption.		Not Applicable		No Figures were detected in this document.		

		71						7.3 Graphics		Grouped graphics		Not Applicable		No Figures were detected in this document.		

		72						7.3 Graphics		Graphics most accessible representation.		Not Applicable		No graphics objects were detected in the document.		

		73						7.4 Headings		Unnumbered Headings		Not Applicable		No unnumbered headings (H tags) were detected in this document.		

		74						7.4 Headings		Headings representing a 7th level		Not Applicable		No Heading elements were detected in this document.		

		75						7.5 Tables		Summary		Not Applicable		No Table elements were detected in the document.		

		76						7.5 Tables		Header Cells		Not Applicable		No tables were detected in this document.		

		77						7.5 Tables		Scope Attribute		Not Applicable		No TH elements were detected in this document.		

		78						7.5 Tables		Column headers in rows		Not Applicable		No tables were detected in this document.		

		79						7.5 Tables		Row headers in columns		Not Applicable		No tables were detected in this document.		

		80						7.5 Tables		Organize Table		Not Applicable		no nonorganized table were detected in the document.		

		81						7.7 Mathematical Expressions		Formula - Alternate Representations		Not Applicable		No Formula tags were detected in this document.		

		82						7.7 Mathematical Expressions		Formula - Appropriate alternate representations.		Not Applicable		No Formula tags were detected in this document.		

		83						7.7 Mathematical Expressions		Formula text tagged in Formula		Not Applicable		No formula text were detected in this document.		

		84						7.9 Notes and references		Note tag unique ID		Not Applicable		No Note tags were detected in this document.		

		85						7.9 Notes and references		References		Not Applicable		No internal links were detected in this document		

		86						7.10 Optional Content		Names and AS keys		Not Applicable		No Optional Content were detected in this document.		

		87						7.11 Embedded Files		F, UF and Desc keys		Not Applicable		No Embedded files were detected in this document.		

		88						7.12 Article Threads		7.12 Article Threads		Not Applicable		No Article threads were detected in the document		

		89						7.14 Non-Interactive Forms		PrintField attributes		Not Applicable		No non-interactive forms were detected in this document.		

		90						7.17 Navigation		Document Outline (Bookmarks)		Not Applicable		Document contains less than 9 pages.		

		91						7.18.1 Annotations		Form Annotations - Valid Tagging		Not Applicable		No Form Annotations were detected in this document.		

		92						7.18.1 Annotations		Other Annotations - Valid Tagging		Not Applicable		No Annotations (other than Links and Widgets) were detected in this document.		

		93						7.18.1 Annotations		Other annotations doesn't have alternative description		Not Applicable		No other annotations were detected in this document.		

		94						7.18.2 Annotation Types		Unknown Annotations		Not Applicable		No unknown annotations were detected in this document.		

		95						7.18.4 Forms		Accessible Radio Buttons		Not Applicable		No Radio Buttons were detected in this document.		

		96						7.18.4 Forms		Alternate Representation		Not Applicable		No Form Fields were detected in this document.		

		97						7.18.8 PrinterMark Annotations		PrinterMark Annotations - Valid tagging		Not Applicable		No PrinterMark Annotations were detected in this document.		

		98						7.19 Actions		Script keystroke timing		Not Applicable		No scripts were detected in this document.		

		99						7.20 XObjects		Reference Form XObjects		Not Applicable		No Form XObjects were detected in the document.		

		100						7.21 Fonts		Type 0 Fonts - Registry		Not Applicable		No Type 0 fonts with encoding other than Identity-H or Identity-V were detected in this document.		

		101						7.21 Fonts		Type 0 Fonts - Ordering		Not Applicable		No Type 0 fonts with encoding other than Identity-H or Identity-V were detected in this document.		

		102						7.21 Fonts		Type 0 Fonts - Supplement		Not Applicable		No Type 0 fonts with encoding other than Identity-H or Identity-V were detected in this document.		

		103						7.21 Fonts		ToUnicode map exists		Not Applicable		All fonts either define the ToUnicode entry or a known encoding.		

		104						7.21 Fonts		Type 0 Fonts - WMode		Not Applicable		No Type 0 fonts with stream Encoding defined in the document.		

		105						7.21 Fonts		Type 0 Fonts - Referenced CMaps		Not Applicable		No CMap references another CMap.		
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		17				Pages->3		Section B: PDFs containing Color		B1. Color alone		Passed		Page 4 contains color. Please ensure that all information conveyed with color is also available without color.		Verified by tmb
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		27		3		Tags->0->28->0->0		Section C: PDFs containing Links		C3. Understandable Links		Passed		Please verify that Contents of "What are accelerated learning committees?" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verified by tmb

		28		8		Tags->0->70->1->0		Section C: PDFs containing Links		C3. Understandable Links		Passed		Please verify that Contents of "Subscribe" is appropriate for the highlighted element.		Verified by tmb
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		33						Section G: PDFs containing Headings		G1. Visual Headings in Heading tags		Passed		All Visual Headings are tagged as Headings.		

		34						Section G: PDFs containing Headings		G2. Heading levels skipping		Passed		All Headings are nested correctly		
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